
EXPECTATION OFA RANDOM VARIABL

-

Recall def of lebesque integral (measure theory, Durrelt 1.4):

(2,5,4) prob.space, fir+R measurable.

· For indicator functions (HIdr:=u(E)I · For single functions (later)d:=a(Ei)
↑

disjoint
· For nonnegative male functions

Ifdu:=sup! Sydr:ogf, gmbled
For Frible functions:f=ftf, Ifdp:=(fan-)fdr.

fis interable of Ifde exists -> Rultob (=> ft, I integrable If integrable

Efde:=SfHIdn.

Let let X be a rr. on [enF, B). Then
expected value" "mean", "expectation"

#(X)==(XdD

EX=U's in 2 flips
Bob:Y Yy Yu Yu

r =(WU, MT, th,T3 E(x) =2.+1+1.4
+0=

X ↓ d
d

2.10

simple function

EX is uniquely determinedby, the
distribution 2xof X

-

↳e. For simple riv's X=a with prob. pi, i.e.

If x =aHE;- #(x) =aSE,) = aP(Xi =a= a2,(a)
def of f

2. General case isdetermined by simple
rv'S j
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EEX
in terms of distribution 2x?

Ate: Br. X ou (1, F,n) has the same distr. as

r.v. Y(x) = =x on (R, B, 2x)

xBe B::e)
Prop. 18

#X =E4=Pnd2, 2x"((x+:x xB3) =2x (B). 2)
->

⑭ FrX, EX= Index
More generally:Amble g:(RR, B)

-> (R, B):

lg(x) =g(n)d2x

same proof; note thatX *y =>g(x)g(y))
ingEXin terms of CDF;F(x)=P(X=x)

= 2x((x,us):
13

EX= (adF(x) =(detof Lefesque-stieltjes integral)

(follow from properties of lebesque integral):

PESOFEXPECT=a
EX=a.

·

CortantasEXEe
·DatedGuergence: Anti-a.s.

Fn $()c0
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Examples:(a) Eangles of
F triangle-i Aprobabilistic proof:

· ProjecttheDonto a random line (uniform orientation):

· I disappearing vertices
= 1 always.

·Tai-orte,a disappears];Xo,

Xcsimilarwa=>Xa+Xo+Xc= 1 a.s.
disappears

=>E(Xa) +E(Xo] +E(Xc) =1 line
in the projection

· ButI(Xa)=Pivertexadisappears] (def ofGlesque integral:(HEdIP=H(E)

-IS normal of the line =cone(a))=
anormal

->I +4 +I =1 =a+b +c =4.
-

line

(1) (Dragmentsp. 11)
What is the expectedwhoreceive their own exam?

*

21 if
student i receives own exam

x =2X,where X:=o if not

=EX= REX:=2:receives own examl=1.
Yu



ETEDISTRIBUTIONS

*f Xhas discrete distr. of2x is supported on a finite or countable set

N
W

X takes on finite or countable # ofvalues Re, 2. ...

->Ability function xi ->P(X=x} determines disto of X.

EX =9xd2x =2x (X, =xi} More generally:Eg(x) =2g(xi) p(X=x}
-

Ex (a) erullidistribution:X-Berp) ifPSX=132P, PIX=03=1-P.

EX =1.p+0.(1-p)
=P

(8) e.g. indator X
=IIof an event E. X-Ber(p) with p=PCE).

(c) X=Aleads in 2 flips

EX=0.1(X=0+1.b(X
=13 +2.p(X =2) =0.5 +1.t +2.4, =1.

(d) X- Urifle, ..., kn => D(X =x3 =5 =EX=1Ex=arilmetz mean

(e) (Petersburg dox) $2

The initialstake (money in the Rot) is $2. u

The player tosses
a fair coin.

I If T =>gome end,
theplayer wine whatever isin

the pot.

If u =stake doubles, game continues.

What would be a fair price topay the casing

for entering this game?

Tosses Winnings IX =player's winnings. ->
-

-(x=2) =Y2; P(X
=4) =y, - -

T

4 1/4
↳ Median

#T

0 ↳T

I I I8 118Y
Ex)=2-2 +4 - 5 +8.8+...

=D

RKT i ??
--

Am:Voice. Remarks .. Volatility, financial bubbles.
· Median is more stable. Med(X) =Mif

-

P(X=M32t,P(X7M3E.
·In the St.Peters paradox, Med(X) -(2,4]
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If):Number of cycles in a random permutation

· Recall:permutation -a rearrangement of a distinctobjects.

There are n! permutations

· I permutation breaks down into cycles.

For example: weights e/ "3
-2

people
- 12 2

1

123456789 10

I Yu 7 3 ↳ * I ⑤Sy
=by72 6 1985 +4* 5 10

Es 9
jackets Yy 43 -

12

⑳What is #Cycles) in a permutation
?

&draun from the setof all as permutations

with uniform probability.
· Intuition:cycle has length an (e.g. u), nextmy, ... loge.

↑
permutation·Ihm The expectedteesin a random

of n elements is -X

-

it = eun +058

17 17

.#
.To each element in a cycle oflength te,

assign weight: =Y:

Sum of all weight=#cycles E.g, here sum=
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· Formally, lit

Y,
==length of the cycle theelement j is in;

x =E,tY;
linearity ->E(x) =) =n E()

all equalby symmetry-

Elt) =En
Pictment 1 is in a cycle of length (is =?

-

· P41 is in a cycle oflength 1)
=twentieth n-1 people

⑳

#ways to permute

4) .e
#ways to choose

it (c)
- ↓other nic people M n-2 people

⑧

P31 is in a cycle oflength 23 =E! :
...

PS1 is in a cycle oflength k3 = t (45)

· E()=Ei=E(x) =EE. OED
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